Abstract:

A method (310) for increasing network capacity for wireless mesh network, comprising the steps of initiating (320) a data transmission request between a source node (110) and a destination node (130), identifying (330) a mesh node (121) from a plurality of mesh nodes (120) which is closest to the source node (110) and a target node (129) which is closest to the destination node (130), establishing (340) multiple paths from the mesh node (121) towards the target node (129), synchronizing (370) sub-frame in the frame header for transferring packet data to the target node (129), fragmenting (380) the packet data into sub-packets to assign (390) and route (400) the sub-packets into the multiple paths, and aggregating (410) the sub-packets based on synchronization signals, arriving at the target node (129) the multiple paths at different time delay intervals, into data to be sent to the destination node (130).
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